Tactile perception in hands occupationally exposed to vibration.
The sensory changes that occur in hands occupationally exposed to vibration have been assessed clinically by conventional neurologic tests and, independently, by improved techniques for the determination of tactile spatial resolution (gap detection) and vibrotactile perception thresholds at frequencies from 2 to 400 Hz. Data from 10 forest workers who were exposed to chain saw vibration and seven laboratory workers of similar age, all of whom were screened to exclude confounding factors, revealed, for the first time, three patterns of response, two of which are associated with a vibration-induced neuropathy. The first appears to be characterized by normal or better than normal thresholds in SAI, FAI, and FAII mechanoreceptor types, while a second, extreme response involves elevated thresholds in all three receptor systems (and abnormal two-point discrimination). The third pattern appears to be characterized by elevated thresholds in SAI and/or FAII receptor types.